Ather Dot™ Private Installation FAQs

Where would the home charging point be installed?
Ather Dot, the home charging point can be installed at the location of your
choice that’s within the serviceable area, be it your home or oﬃce.

What will be the power source to charge my scooter?
The power would be drawn from your personal meter. All the charges
associated with the charging will be reimbursed to you, depending on the
units of electricity consumed by your scooter, if you are covered under either
Ather One or Ather Charge subscription plan.

Would drawing power from my personal meter mean modifying the State
Electricity Board meter? Also, would I need any permission from State
Electricity Board?
Ather will not modify or tamper with the State Electricty Board meter in any
way. The power will be drawn from the fuse/breaker of the meter. Hence, no
additional permission is required.

Would there be digging or civil work required to install the Ather Dot?
The Ather Dot will be mounted on the wall or a pillar. There is no digging
required. The cables would be routed through the existing infrastructure like
cable trays. And in case they are absent, a conduit would be neatly mounted
on the wall.

Will the installation cause any damage to my building? Especially, if it’s an
old construction, even if it’s just mounting of conduits.
Our technicians are well-trained. They take utmost care during the installation,
be it the Ather Dot, socket or conduits. They will not only adhere to the local
bylaws, but also to the National Building codes.

This is how we install the Ather Dot™,
the home charging point.
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We check the main
meter room.

Identify the customer’s
personal meter.
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3.
Draw cables to the
parking space.

Mount Ather Dot, your
home charging point.
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